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Abstract:

We propose to validate the use of a novel technology, thermal infrared (IR) imagery to assess body temperature and waterproofing of seabirds in captive and rehabilitation settings. Our hypothesis is that thermal imagery (thermography) provided by an IR camera will provide a repeatable, reliable estimate of core body temperature and quantitative assessment of thermal homeostasis in captive and rehabilitated seabirds. First we will establish the best proxy for estimating core body temperature with this new technology. Second, we will measure the natural variability in body temperature and thermal conductance as a result of differences in physiological state (e.g. normal vs. molting, oiled or other compromised plumage), activity (e.g. active or non-active) and environment (air vs. water). We will measure the differences among these parameters in the controlled environments of captive and rehabilitation settings to quantify how much change in the thermal image is due to actual loss of insulation properties (i.e., waterproofing) rather than to activity or environmental factors.